
Introduction 

The Mu�tazila was a school of rationalist Islamic theology, known as kal�m, and 
one of the important currents of Islamic thought. Mu�tazil�s stressed the primacy 
of reason and free will and developed an epistemology, ontology and psychology 
which provided a basis for explaining the nature of the world, God, man and the 
phenomena of religion such as revelation and divine law. In their ethics, Mu�tazil�s 
maintained that good and evil can be known solely through human reason. 

The Mu�tazila had its beginnings in the eighth century and its classical period 
of development was from the latter part of the ninth until the middle of the 
eleventh century CE. While it briefly enjoyed the status of an official theology 
under the �Abb�sid caliphs in the 9th century, the Mu�tazila soon fell out of fa-
vour in Sunn� Islam and had largely disappeared by the fourteenth century. Its 
impact, however, continued to be felt in two groups: Sh��� Islam and, to some 
extent, Karaite Judaism. Within Sh��� Islam in particular, the influence of the 
Mu�tazila continued through the centuries and can be felt even today. 

By the latter part of the ninth century, the Mu�tazil� movement had coalesced 
into two main schools: the Baghdadi school and that of Basra. The dominant 
figures of the Ba�ran school were Ab� �Al� al-Jubb��� (d. 916) and his son Ab� 
H�shim (d. 933). The students and followers of Ab� H�shim formed an impor-
tant sub-school known as the Bahshamiyya. Of the various members of this 
school, one can mention the following: Ab� H�shim’s disciple, Ab� �Al� b. 
Khall�d (d. ca. 961), Ab� �Abd All�h al-Ba�r� (d. 980) and Ab� Is
�q b. �Ayy�sh, 
who were students of Ibn Khall�d. The chief judge �Abd al-Jabb�r al-Hamadh�n� 
(d. 1025) was a student of Ab� �Abd All�h and Ab� Is
�q and a very prolific au-
thor. One of �Abd al-Jabb�r’s own students, Abu l-	usayn al-Ba�r� (d. 1044), es-
tablished the last creative school of thought among the Mu�tazila. 

Mu�tazil� thought appealed to rationally inclined theologians of other scrip-
tural religions. In Judaism, both Rabbanite and Karaite with its strong rational 
inclination, it was adopted to varying degrees from the 9th century onwards. Jew-
ish scholars both composed original works along Mu�tazil� lines and produced 
copies of Muslim books, often transcribed into Hebrew characters. A prime ex-
ample of an original Jewish Mu�tazil� work is the Karaite Y�suf al-Ba��r’s (d. ca. 
1040) al-Kit�b al-Mu�taw� and his shorter Kit�b al-Tamy�z. The influence of the 
Mu�tazila found its way to the very centre of Jewish religious and intellectual life 
in the East. Several of the Heads of the ancient Academies (Yeshivot) of Sura and 
Pumbedita (located by the tenth century in Baghdad) adopted the Mu�tazil� 
worldview. One of them, Samuel ben Hofni Gaon (d. 1013) was closely familiar 
with the works of Ibn Khall�d and Ab� �Abd All�h al-Ba�r�. Furthermore, the 
Mu�tazil� doctrines and terminology provided a basis for discussion and polemi-
cal exchanges between Jewish and Muslim scholars. 
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Mu�tazil� works were evidently not widely copied and relatively few manu-
scripts have survived. So little authentic Mu�tazil� literature was available, that 
until the publication of some significant texts in the 1960’s, Mu�tazil� doctrine 
was mostly known through the works of its opponents. The study of Mu�tazil� 
thought has made slow but steady progress throughout the twentieth century. 
Being virtually banned from the centre of the Sunn� world from about the end 
of the 11th century, Mu�tazil� thinking was not considered an integral part of Is-
lamic intellectual history. Given the rationalistic approach of the Mu�tazila to-
wards theological issues, nineteenth-century historians of thought generally con-
sidered the Mu�tazil�s “freethinkers” within Islam who had been deeply influ-
enced by Greek philosophical thought and thus constituted an anomaly within 
Islamic intellectual history.1 

This evaluation, which was based almost solely on heresiographies written by 
non-Mu�tazil�s as few or no texts authored by Mu�tazil�s were available, was 
proven to be wrong at the beginning of the twentieth century, both in the Islamic 
world and in Western scholarship due to the publication of several significant 
texts. In 1902, Arthur Biram published a partial edition of Ab� Rash�d al-
N�s�b�r�’s Kit�b al-Mas�	il f� l-khil�f bayn al-Ba�riyyin wa-l-Baghd�diyyin,2 and in 
1910, Max Horten published a translation of the same work.3 In 1925 Henrik 
Samuel Nyberg edited the Kit�b al-Inti��r of the Baghdad� Mu�tazil� Abu l-	usayn 
al-Khayy�,4 a refutation of the polemical treatises of Ibn al-R�wand� (d. 910) 
which in turn were directed against al-J�
i�’s (d. 868) Kit�b F��ilat al-Mu�tazila. 
Although al-Khayy�’s work does not contain extensive information on the views 
of the Mu�tazil�s due to its apologetical character, it was the first work authored 
by a Mu�tazil� available in print. Of much greater significance for the study of 
Mu�tazilism was Hellmut Ritter’s edition of Abu l-	asan al-Ash�ar�’s (d. 936) 
Maq�l�t al-isl�miyyin wa-ikhtil�f al-mu�all�n published in 1929-1930.5 This work 
provided reliable insights into the positions of the Mu�tazil�s, as the author had 
originally been a student of the Ba�ran Mu�tazil� Ab� �Al� al-Jubb��� and was fa-
miliar with the Mu�tazil� writings of his time.6 

The next decisive step in the study of Mu�tazil� thought occurred when in the 
early 1950’s a number of manuscripts were discovered in Yemen during an expe-

1  See, e.g., Heinrich Steiner, Die Mu�taziliten oder die Freidenker im Islam. Ein Beitrag zur allge-
meinen Culturgeschichte, Leipzig 1865. 

2  Arthur Biram, Die atomistische Substanzenlehre aus dem Buch der Streitfragen zwischen Basrensern 
und Bagdadenseren, Berlin 1902. 

3  Die Philosophie des abu Raschíd (um 1068). Aus dem Arabischen übersetzt von Dr. Max 
Horten, Bonn 1910. 

4  Cairo: Maba�at D�r al-kutub al-mi�riyya, 1925. 
5  Die dogmatischen Lehren der Anhänger des Islam. Von Abu l-	asan �Al� ibn Ism���l al-Aš�ar�, 

ed. Hellmut Ritter, Istanbul 1929-33. 
6  The work also served as an important background for Salomon (Shlomo) Pines, Beiträge zur 

islamischen Atomenlehre, Berlin 1936. 
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dition of a group of Egyptian scholars.7 These manuscripts contained mostly 
works of various representatives of the Mu�tazil� school of Ab� H�shim al-
Jubb���, the Bahshamiyya. These included fourteen out of the original twenty 
volumes of the encyclopaedic Kit�b al-Mughn� f� abw�b al-taw��d wa-l-�adl of �Abd 
al-Jabb�r al-Hamadh�n� (namely vols. 4-9, 11-17, 20) which were subsequently ed-
ited in Egypt between 1961 and 1965.8 Further writings of adherents of the 
Bahshamiyya that were found in the library of the Great Mosque in �an��� were 
also edited during the 1960’s. Among them mention should be made of Ta�l�q 
shar� al-u��l al-khamsa, a recension of the Shar� u��l al-khamsa of �Abd al-Jabb�r by 
one of his followers, M�nakd�m (d. 425/1034),9 as well as Kit�b al-Majm�� f� l-
mu��
 bi-l-takl�f, a recension of �Abd al-Jabb�r’s al-Kit�b al-Mu��
 bi-l-takl�f by an-
other follower of his, namely Ibn Mattawayh.10 

However, despite these rich finds, numerous lacunae remain. On the one 
hand, no texts by thinkers prior to �Abd al-Jabb�r were discovered. The same ap-
plies to rival groups to the Bahshamiyya such as the Ikhsh�diyya, or the school of 
Baghdad, whose doctrines were to a large extent formulated by Abu l-Q�sim al-
Ka�b� al-Balkh� (d. 931).11 On the other hand, quite significant parts of the works 
by adherents of the Bahshamiyya were still unaccounted for. For example, vol-
umes 1-3, 10 and 18-19 of the Mughn� were not found, nor were other works by 
�Abd al-Jabb�r, such as the original version of the al-Kit�b al-Mu��
 or his Shar� 
Kashf al-a�r��. Moreover, the finds of the 1950’s suggested that the Bahshamiyya 
had constituted the last innovative and dynamic school within Mu�tazilism. This 
impression was proved to be incorrect only some decades later, when Wilferd 
Madelung and Martin McDermott discovered and edited the extant fragments of 
Rukn al-D�n Ma
m�d b. Mu
ammad al-Mal�
im�’s (d. 1141) Kit�b al-Mu�tamad 
f� u��l al-d�n. Ibn al-Mal�
im� was a follower of the teachings of Abu l-	usayn al-
Ba�r�, the founder of what was truly the last innovative school within the 
Mu�tazila. From the Kit�b al-Mu�tamad it is evident that Abu l-	usayn al-Ba�r�’s  
views differed significantly from those of his teacher �Abd al-Jabb�r and that he 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
7  On the expedition and its results, see the report by Khal�l Ya
y� N�m�, al-Ba�tha al-

mi�riyya li-ta�w�r al-makh
�
�t al-�arabiyya f� bil�d al-Yaman, Cairo 1952; Q�	ima bi-l-makh
�
�t 
al-�arabiyya al-mu�awwara bi-l-m�krawf�lm min al-Jumh�riyya al-�arabiyya al-Yamaniyya, Cairo 
1387/1967. For further references, see Geoffrey Roper, World Survey of Islamic Manuscripts 
III, London 1994, pp. 645ff.  

8  �Abd al-Jabb�r al-Hamadh�n�, Kit�b al-Mughn� f� abw�b al-taw��d wa-l-�adl, ed. Mu
ammad 
Mu�af� 	ilm� [et al.], Cairo 1961-1965. 

9  Abu l-	usayn A
mad b. Ab� H�shim M�nakd�m, Shar� al-U��l al-khamsa, ed. �Abd al-
Kar�m �Uthm�n [ascribed �Abd al-Jabb�r on the title page], Cairo 1384/1965. 

10  Ibn Mattawayh, Kit�b al-Majm�� f� l-mu��
 bi-l-takl�f. Vol. 1, ed. J.J. Houben, Beirut 1965. 
Vol. 2, eds. J.J. Houben and D. Gimaret, Beirut 1981. Vol. 3, ed. Jan Peters, Beirut 1999. – 
The edition of Volume Four is currently under preparation by Margaretha T. Heemskerk. 

11  The only work of Abu l-Q�sim al-Balkh� that was found in Yemen is his Maq�l�t al-
isl�miyy�n that has partly been edited by Fu��d Sayyid, Fa�l al-i�tiz�l wa-
abaq�t al-Mu�tazila, 
Tunis 1974, pp. 63ff). 
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formulated novel positions on a number of central theological issues. Ibn al-
Mal�
im�’s Kit�b al-Mu�tamad was published in 1991,12 and his shorter Kit�b al-
F�	iq f� u��l al-d�n has also recently been published.13 Mention should also be 
made of a short work on the principles of faith by J�r All�h al-Zamakhshar� (d. 
538/1144), who was clearly under the influence of Ibn al-Mal�
im�. It is extant 
in three manuscript copies of Yemeni provenance.14 Another author who was 
familiar with Abu l-	usayn al-Ba�r�’s work and appreciated it was the Zayd� Abu 
l-Q�sim al-Bust� (late 10th and early 11th century).15  

Additional texts were made available in recent years through editions and 
studies that shed further light on the doctrines of Abu l-	usayn al-Ba�r�, such as 
the K�mil f� l-istiq��	 f�m� balaghan� min kal�m al-qudam�	. This systematic com-
parison of the doctrines of the Bahsham�s and of Abu l-	usayn, which was writ-
ten between 536/1141 and 675/1276-7 by the otherwise unknown Taq� al-D�n al-
Ba
r�n� (or: al-Najr�n�) al-�Aj�l�, is preserved in a single manuscript (Leiden 
Or. 487).16 Furthermore, the profound influence Abu l-	usayn had on the theo-
logical thinking of the Im�m� Sh���s from the 12th century onwards has been 
shown in a number of studies.17 

Not found in Yemen, however, were theological writings by Abu l-	usayn al-
Ba�r� himself. Nor were any contemporary texts by adversaries of Abu l-	usayn 
discovered that might have given evidence of the vehement disputations that 
took place between the adherents of the Bahshamiyya on the one hand and Abu 

12  Rukn al-D�n Ma
m�d ibn Mu
ammad al-Mal�
im� al-Khuw�razm� (d. 536/1141), Kit�b 
al-Mu�tamad f� u��l al-d�n. The extant parts edited by Martin McDermott and Wilferd 
Madelung, London 1991 

13  Rukn al-D�n Ma
m�d ibn Mu
ammad al-Mal�
im� al-Khuw�razm�, Kit�b al-F�	iq f� u��l 
al-d�n. Edited with an Introduction by Wilferd Madelung and Martin McDermott, Tehran 
2007. 

14  Sabine Schmidtke, “Re-Edition of al-Minh�j f� u��l al-d�n by J�r All�h al-Zamakhshar�,” 
Ma��rif 20 iii (1382/2004), pp. 107-48; J�r All�h al-Zamakhshar�, Kit�b al-Minh�j f� u��l al-
d�n. Introduced and edited by S. Schmidtke, Beirut 1428/2007.  

15  See his Kit�b al-Ba�th �an adillat al-takf�r wa l-tafs�q (Investigation of the evidence for charging 
with kufr and fisq). Edited with an Introduction by Wilferd Madelung and Sabine Schmid-
tke, Tehran 1382/2003. 

16  Taq� al-D�n al-Ba
r�n� (or: al-Najr�n�) al-�Aj�l�, al-K�mil f� l-istiq��	 f�m� balaghan� min kal�m 
al-qudam�	, ed. al-Sayyid Mu
ammad al-Sh�hid, Cairo 1420/1999. 

17  See Wilferd Madelung, “Im�mism and Mu�tazilite Theology,” in Le Shî�isme imâmite, ed. T. 
Fahd, Paris 1970, pp. 13-29; Reprinted in idem, Religious Schools and Sects in Medieval Islam, 
London 1985, VII; Martin J. McDermott, The Theology of al-Shaikh al-Muf�d (d. 413/1022), 
Beirut 1978; Sabine Schmidtke, The Theology of al-�All�ma al-ill� (d. 726/1325), Berlin 
1991; Paul Sander, Zwischen Charisma und Ratio. Entwicklungen in der frühen im�mitischen 
Theologie, Berlin 1994; S. Schmidtke, Theologie, Philosophie und Mystik im zwölferschiitischen Is-
lam des 9./15. Jahrhunderts. Die Gedankenwelten des Ibn Ab� �umh�r al-A�s�	� (um 838/1434-35 
– nach 906/1501), Leiden 2000. See also Khul��at al-na�ar. An Anonymous Im�m�-Mu�tazil�
Treatise (late 6th/12th or early 7th/13th century). Edited with an Introduction by Sabine 
Schmidtke and Hasan Ansari, Tehran 2006. 
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l-	usayn on the other. It is only known from later sources that the animosities 
between the two groups must have been very strong indeed. 

The study of Jewish Mu�tazilism began more than a century ago with the work 
of Salomon Munk18 and Martin Schreiner.19 Munk and Schreiner, however, were 
not aware of the primary sources to be found among the various Genizah mate-
rials. Thirteen of the Mu�tazil� manuscripts found in the Firkovitch collection 
(taken from the genizah of the Karaite Synagogue in Cairo) were described in de-
tail by Andrej Jakovlevi� Borisov in an article published in 1935.20 Between 1939 
and 1943, Leon Nemoy published Kit�b al-Anw�r wa-l-mar�qib by the Karaite 
Ya�q�b al-Qirqis�n� (fl. early 10th century in Baghdad).21 Additional landmarks in 
the study of Jewish Mu�tazilism were the publications of Georges Vajda concern-
ing Y�suf al-Ba��r, particularly his edition of al-Ba��r’s al-Kit�b al-Mu�taw� on the 
basis of a manuscript from the Kaufmann collection (Budapest),22 and Harry 
Austryn Wolfson’s Repercussions of the Kalam in Jewish Philosophy (Cambridge, MA 
1979). Haggai Ben-Shammai has studied Mu�tazil� elements in the works of early 
Karaite authors – Ya�q�b al-Qirqis�n� and Yefet ben �El� (late 10th century).23 On 
the basis of Borisov’s descriptions of the Firkovitch Mu�tazil� manuscripts and 
from fragments in the British Library, Ben-Shammai was moreover able to draw 
additional conclusions regarding the identity of some of the Mu�tazil� materials 
preserved by the Karaites, showing in particular that the Karaites had preserved 
the original version of �Abd al-Jabb�r’s al-Kit�b al-Mu��
 which we now possess 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
18  S. Munk, Mélanges de philosophie juive et arabe, Paris 1859. 
19  Martin Schreiner, “Der Kalâm in der jüdischen Literatur,” Bericht über die Lehranstalt für die 

Wissenschaft des Judenthums in Berlin 13 (1895), pp. 1-67. Reprinted in idem, Gesammelte 
Schriften. Islamische und jüdisch-islamische Studien. Herausgegeben und eingeleitet von Moshe 
Perlmann, Hildesheim 1983, pp. 280-346. 

20  A. Ja. Borisov, “Mu�tazilitskie rukopisi Gosudarstvennoj Publi�noj Biblioteki v Leningra-
de,” Bibliografija Vostoka 8-9 (1935), pp. 69-95; see also idem, “Ob otkrytych v Leningrade 
mu�tazilitskich rukopisjach i jich zna�enii dlja istorii musulmanskoj mysli,” in Akademija 
Nauk SSSR. Trudy pervoj sessii arabistov 14-17 ijunka 1935 g. (Trudy Instituta Vostokovede-
nija 24), pp. 113-25. The two articles were reprinted in Pravoslavniy Palestinskiy Sbornik 99 
(36) (2002), pp. 219-49 and in The Teachings of the Mu�tazila. Texts and Studies I-II. Selected 
and reprinted by Fuat Sezgin in collaboration with Mazen Amawi, Carl Ehrig-Eggert, Eck-
hard Neubauer, Frankfurt am Main 2000, vol. 2, pp. 17-57. 

21  Kit�b al-Anw�r wal-mar�qib. Code of Karaite Law. By Ya�q�b al-Qirqis�n� (Second Quarter 
of the Tenth Century) 1-5. Edited from the Manuscripts in the State Public Library at Len-
ingrad and the British Museum in London by Leon Nemoy, New York 1939-43. 

22  Al-Kit�b al-Mu�taw� de Y�suf al-Ba��r. Texte, traduction et commentaire par Georges Vajda. 
Edité par David R. Blumenthal, Leiden 1985. See also Haggai Ben-Shammai’s review of 
this edition in Kiryat Sefer 62 (1989), pp. 407-26. Wolfgang von Abel has recently published 
a partial edition and translation of Y�suf al-Ba��r’s Kit�b al-Tamy�z: Y�suf al-Ba��r, Das Buch 
der Unterscheidung. Judäo-arabisch–Deutsch. Übersetzt und eingeleitet von Wolfgang von 
Abel, Freiburg 2005. See also von Abel’s contribution to the present volume. 

23  Haggai Ben-Shammai, The Doctrines of Religious Thought of Ab� Y�suf Ya�q�b al-Qirqis�n� and 
Yefet ben �Eli, PhD Thesis, Jerusalem: Hebrew University, 1978. 
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only in the paraphrastic version by Ibn Mattawayh.24 Sarah Stroumsa has pub-
lished the �Ishr�n Maq�la of the ninth-century Jewish mutakallim D�w�d b. Mar-
w�n al-Muqamma�,25 and David Sklare has reconstructed some of the Mu�tazil� 
writings of Samuel ben Hofni Gaon26 and investigated the impact of Mu�tazil� 
thought on the legal writings of Y�suf al-Ba��r.27 

In 2003, the “Mu�tazilite Manuscripts Project Group” was formed with the pur-
pose of collecting all hitherto unpublished Mu�tazil� manuscripts, of identifying 
these materials and of preparing critical editions in order to set the scientific re-
search of the Mu�tazil� movement on a broader basis.28 Mu�tazil� manuscripts have 
survived largely in two places: In Yemenite public and private manuscript collec-
tions, and in the Firkovitch collection housed in the Russian National Library in 
St. Petersburg. Yemen has been an important source of Mu�tazil� manuscripts due 
to the Zaydi branch of Sh��ism which established itself politically in Yemen. The 
Zayd�s adopted Mu�tazilism as the basis of their theology, and while they devel-
oped their own theological literature (which often contains quotations from earlier 
tracts), works of the Bahshamiyya were also copied. Numerous Mu�tazil� writings 
which were presumed lost were recently found in Yemen and India by the Iranian 
scholar Hassan Ansari, including the extensive work by Ibn al-Mal�
im�, Tu�fat al-
mutakallim�n f� l-radd �al� l-fal�sifa.29 Moreover, the Zayd b. �Ali Foundation engages 
in a systematic search in the private libraries mainly of �an��� and �a�da for manu-
script materials of Zayd� provenance, among them many Mu�tazil� manuscripts.30 

24  Haggai Ben-Shammai, “A note on some Karaite copies of Mu�tazilite writings,” Bulletin of 
the School of Oriental and African Studies 37 (1974), pp. 295-304. 

25  D�w�d ibn Marw�n al-Muqammi�’s Twenty Chapters (�Ishr�n Maq�la). Edited, translated 
and annotated by Sarah Stroumsa, Leiden 1989. 

26  David E. Sklare, Samuel Ben ofni Gaon and His Cultural World. Texts and Studies, Leiden 
1996. 

27  David Sklare, “Y�suf al-Ba��r: Theological Aspects of His Halakhic Works,” in The Jews of 
Medieval Islam. Community, Society, and Identity. Proceedings of an International Conference 
held at the Institute of Jewish Studies, University College London 1992, ed. Daniel Frank, 
Leiden 1995, pp. 249-70; see also idem (in cooperation with Haggai Ben-Shammai), 
Judaeo-Arabic Manuscripts in the Firkovitch Collections. The Works of Yusuf al-Basir. A Sample 
Catalogue. Texts and Studies, [Hebrew] Jerusalem 1997. 

28  For the forthcoming publication Handbook of Mu�tazilite Works and Manuscripts, eds. Gregor 
Schwarb, Sabine Schmidtke, and David Sklare, Leiden: Brill (Handbuch der Orienta- 
listik), see G. Schwarb, “Un projet international: le manuel des œuvres et manuscrits 
mu�tazilites,” Chronique du manuscrit au Yémen 2 (Juni 2006) [http://cy.revues.org/ 
document198.html (consulted 23 March 2007)]. 

29  See 	asan An��r�, “Kit�b-� t�zihy�b dar Naqd-i falsafa. Paid� šudan-i Kit�b-i ‘Tu
fat al-
mutakallim�n-i’ Mal�
im�,” Našr-i d�niš 18 iii (2001), pp. 31-32. See also his website 
http://ansari.kateban.com [consulted 23 March 2007]. An edition of the text, prepared by 
Wilferd Madelung, Hassan Ansari, and Sabine Schmidtke, is forthcoming (Tehran: Iranian 
Institute of Philosphy). 

30  See in particular �Abd al-Sal�m �Abb�s al-Waj�h, Ma��dir al-tur�th f� l-maktab�t al-kh���a f� l-
Yaman 1-2, �an��� 1422/2002. – See also the website of the foundation at www.izbacf.org 
[consulted 23 March 2007].  
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It is due to their efforts that some additional portions of Ibn al-Mal�
im�’s al-
Mu�tamad have recently come to light.31 Daniel Gimaret has recently completed 
an edition of Ibn Mattawayh’s Kit�b al-Tadhkira f� l-jaw�hir wa-l-a�r�� on the basis of 
manuscripts from Yemen and the Ambrosiana Collection in Milan,32 and in Iran 
an anonymous commentary on Ibn Mattawayh’s Kit�b al-Tadhkira, which is is pre-
served in an apparently unique manuscript copy housed at the A�ghar Mahdawi 
Library in Tehran, has been made available in a facsimile publication.33 

The manuscripts of the Firkovitch collection were collected by the Polish 
Karaite Abraham Firkovitch (1787-1874) during his travels in the Crimea and 
Caucasus and then later in the Middle East. Firkovitch purchased manuscripts in 
Aleppo, Damascus and Jerusalem, and evidently also received a consignment of 
manuscripts from Hit in Iraq. His major source, however, was the manuscript 
storeroom (genizah) of the Karaite synagogue in Cairo. The manuscripts that 
Firkovitch collected in the Middle East (the so-called Second Firkovitch Collec-
tion) were sold to the Czarist Imperial Library two years after his death, i.e., in 
1876.34 The collection contains thousands of manuscripts in Arabic (mostly in 
Hebrew characters, but also a good number in Arabic characters) and opens a 
window onto the rich Jewish culture of the medieval Middle East in general, and 
the tenth and eleventh-century Karaite communities of Jerusalem and Egypt in 
particular. The Mu�tazil� manuscripts found in the Firkovitch collection include  
 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
31  Wilferd Madelung is currently preparing a revised and enlarged edition of the Kit�b al-

Mu�tamad. 
32  Cairo: IDEO (in press). See also Daniel Gimaret, “Un chapitre inédit de la tadkira d’Ibn 

Mattawayh sur les illusions d’optique et autres singularités de la vision oculaire,” in Arabic 
Theology, Arabic Philosophy. From the Many to the One: Essays in Celebration of Richard M. 
Frank, ed. James E. Montgomery, Leuven 2006, pp. 281-95. 

33  An Anonymous Commentary on Kit�b al-Tadhkira by Ibn Mattawayh. Facsimile Edition of 
Mahdavi Codex 514 (6th/12th Century). Introduction and Indices by Sabine Schmidtke, Te-
hran 2006. See also 	asan An��r�, “Kit�b� az maktab-i mutakkilim�n-i mu�tazil� Rayy,” Ki-
t�b-i m�h d�n 104/105/106 (1385/2006), pp. 68-75, and S. Schmidtke, “MS Mahdawi 514. 
An Anonymous Commentary of Ibn Mattawayh’s Kit�b al-Tadhkira,” (forthcoming). 

34  For an overview of the collection and its significance, see Tapani Harviainen, “The Cairo 
Genizot and Other Sources of the Second Firkovich Collection in St. Petersburg,” in Pro-
ceedings of the Twelfth International Congress of the International Society for Masoretic Studies, ed. 
E.J. Revell, [n.p.] 1995, pp. 25-36; idem, “Abraham Firkovich,” in Karaite Judaism. A Guide 
to its History and Literary Sources, ed. Meira Polliack, Leiden 2003, pp. 875-92; Malachi Beit-
Arié, “The Accessibility of the Russian Manuscript Collections: New Perspectives for Jew-
ish Studies,” in Jewish Studies in a New Europe: Proceedings of the Fifth Congress of Jewish Studies 
in Copenhagen under the Auspices of the European Association for Jewish Studies, ed. Ulf Haxen, 
Copenhagen 1998, pp. 82-98; Haggai Ben-Shammai, “Karaites and the Orient – Trends in 
the Study of Karaites and Karaism,” [Hebrew] Pe�amim 89 (Autumn 2001), pp. 5-18; Zeev 
Elkin and Menachem Ben-Sasson, “Abraham Firkovich and the Cairo Genizas in the Light 
of His Personal Archive,” [Hebrew] Pe�amim 90 (Winter 2002), pp. 51-95; David Sklare, “A 
Guide to Collections of Karaite Manuscripts,” in Karaite Judaism, pp. 893-924; Shimon M. 
Iakerson, Selected Pearls. Treasures of Jewish Culture in Saint-Petersburg (manuscripts, documents, 
incunabula, ritual objects), St. Petersburg 2003, pp. 27-46 (with further references). 
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both Karaite works and copies of Muslim works which were kept in Karaite li-
braries. Similar manuscripts, evidently derived from the same source as the Firk-
ovitch collection, are found in the British Library.35 One of the most spectacular 
recent findings are three extensive fragments of Abu l-	usayn al-Ba�r�’s Kit�b 
Ta�affu� al-adilla, which was believed to be completely lost,36 as well as fragments 
of two refutations of the doctrine of Abu l-	usayn, authored by his contempo-
rary, the Karaite Y�suf al-Ba��r.37 In addition, portions of �Abd al-Jabb�r’s 
Mughn� from volumes that had not been found among the Yemeni manuscripts 
have now been published.38 

The present volume reflects some of the research by members of the 
“Mu�tazilite Manuscripts Project Group”, who met during two workshops in Is-
tanbul, namely in July 2005 and in June 2006. Most of the contributions to the 
present volume were presented during one of these meetings. Gerhard Wedel, 
who did not participate in the Istanbul meetings, was invited to contribute an ar-
ticle on Mu�tazil� tendencies among the Samaritans. In order to show the extent 
to which Mu�tazil� thought was shared by Muslims, Jews and Samaritans, the 
contributions are strictly arranged in chronological order rather than by religious 

35  Gregor Schwarb, “Découverte d’un nouveau fragment du Kit�b al-mughn� f� abw�b al-taw��d 
wa-l-�adl du Q��� �Abd al-Jabb�r al-Hamad�n� dans une collection karaïte de la British Li-
brary,” Mélanges de l’Institut d’Etudes Orientales 27 (2007) (in press). – Some Mu�tazil� mate-
rials are also to be found among the materials from the Ben Ezra Genizah, see, e.g., Geor-
ges Vajda, “De quelques fragments mu�tazilites en judéo-arabe. Notice provisoire,” Journal 
asiatique 264 (1976), pp. 1-7; Colin F. Baker and Meira Polliack, Arabic and Judaeo-Arabic 
Manuscripts in the Cambridge Genizah Collections. Arabic Old Series (T-S Ar. 1a-54), Cambridge 
2001, pp. 402 (T-S Ar. 43.220), 403 (T-S Ar. 43.222, T-S Ar. 43.224, T-S Ar. 43.233), 404 (T-
S Ar. 43.242), 404-5 (T-S Ar. 43.249), 406-7 (T-S Ar. 43.275), 439 (T-S Ar. 46.121); Avihai 
Shivtiel and Friedrich Niessen,  Arabic and Judaeo-Arabic Manuscripts in the Cambridge Geni-
zah Collections. Taylor-Schechter New Series, Cambridge 2006, passim. See also Haggai Ben-
Shammai, “Medieval History and Religious Thought,” in The Cambridge Genizah Collections. 
Their Contents and Significance, ed. Stefan C. Reif with the assistance of Shulamit Reif, 
Cambridge 2002, pp. 136-51. 

36  Abu l-	usayn al-Ba�r�, Ta�affu� al-adilla. The extant parts introduced and edited by Wilferd 
Madelung and Sabine Schmidtke, Wiesbaden 2006. 

37  Wilferd Madelung and Sabine Schmidtke, Rational Theology in Interfaith Communication. 
Abu l-usayn al-Ba�r�’s Mu�tazil� Theology among the Karaites in the F�
imid Age, Leiden 2006; 
W. Madelung, “Ab� l-	usayn al-Ba�r�’s Proof for the Existence of God,” in Arabic Theology, 
Arabic Philosophy. From the Many to the One: Essays in Celebration of Richard M. Frank, ed. 
James E. Montgomery, Leuven 2006, pp. 273-80; S. Schmidtke, “The Karaites’ Encounter 
with the Thought of Ab� l-	usayn al-Ba�r� (d. 436/1044). A Survey of the Relevant Mate-
rials in the Firkovitch-Collection, St. Petersburg,” Arabica 53 (2006), pp. 108-42. – See also 
the contribution by Madelung and Schmidtke in the present volume. 

38  Omar Hamdan and Sabine Schmidtke, “Q��� �Abd al-Jabb�r al-Hamadh�n� (d. 415/1025) 
on the Promise and Threat. An Edition of a Fragment of his Kit�b al-Mughn� f� abw�b al-
taw��d wa l-�adl preserved in the Firkovitch-Collection, St. Petersburg (II Firk. Arab. 105, ff. 
14-92),” Mélanges de l’Institut dominicain d’Etudes orientales 27 (2007) (in press). See also 
S. Schmidtke, “II Firk. Arab. 111 – A copy of al-Shar�f al-Murta��’s Kit�b al-Dhakh�ra 
completed in 472/1079-80 in the Firkovitch-Collection, St. Petersburg,” [Persian] Ma‘arif  
20 ii (1382/2003), pp. 68-84. 
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denomination. A number of papers discuss so far unknown Mu�tazil� writings 
most of which have only recently come to light. Hassan Ansari describes a frag-
ment recently found in Yemen which he identifies as Ab� �Al� al-Jubb���’s 
Maq�l�t. Suleiman Mourad focusses on the Kit�b al-Radd �al� l-jabriyya al-
qadariyya by Ibn al-Khall�l al-Ba�r� of which a manuscript is preserved in Rome. 
Wilferd Madelung analyzes the recently discovered Tu�fat al-mutakallim�n f� l-radd 
�al� l-fal�sifa by Ibn al-Mal�
im�, and David Sklare presents portions of the Kit�b 
al-Ni�ma, an extensive theological tract by the Jewish Mu�tazil� Levi ben Yefet. 
Although the Vorlage of the text presented was originally written in Hebrew char-
acters, it is transcribed here into Arabic characters so as to render it accessible to 
a larger readership. 

A number of contributions contain first editions of Mu�tazil� texts. Wilferd 
Madelung and Sabine Schmidtke present an edition and annotated translation of 
Y�suf al-Ba��r’s first refutation (naq�) of Abu l-	usayn al-Ba�r�’s theology. Has-
san Ansari offers an editio princeps of a text by the Zayd� Mu�tazil� author 	us�m 
al-D�n al-Ra���s (d. 584/1188) dealing with the question of whether the existence 
of a created being is additional to its essence or is identical with it. Hans Daiber 
presents an edition of a manuscript from Najaf, entitled Maq�la f� l-radd �al� l-
Mujbira, which is attributed to �Abd al-Jabb�r al-Hamadh�n�. The text opens 
with a question, posed by an anonymous person as to how to respond to the 
claim of the Mujbira that miracles constitute proof for the veracity of prophets 
although this is impossible according to their doctrine. It is followed by �Abd al-
Jabb�r’s detailed response in the course of which he seeks to force the opponents 
by way of ilz�m to admit that according to their doctrine miracles do not prove 
anything. None of the classical sources mentions a work of this title or topic 
among the works of �Abd al-Jabb�r. However, the doctrinal outlook of the re-
sponsum would seem to speak for �Abd al-Jabb�r’s authorship, as does a lengthy 
quotation from Ab� �Abd All�h al-Ba�r� (d. 369/979), �Abd al-Jabb�r’s predeces-
sor in the leadership of the Bahshamiyya. It may well be that the text originated 
in one of his numerous responsa collections, none of which is extant. Other 
contributions analyze specific topics. Racha el-Omari investigates Abu l-Q�sim 
al-Ka�b�’s doctrine of the imamate and Ulrich Rudolph re-evaluates al-F�r�b�’s 
knowledge of and judgment about the Mu�tazila. Margaretha T. Heemskerk pro-
vides a detailed examination of �Abd al-Jabb�r’s notion of body, soul and resur-
rection. Wolfgang von Abel discusses the differences between the original Arabic 
version of Y�suf al-Ba��r’s Kit�b al-Tamy�z and Ibn Tibbon’s Hebrew translation 
and argues that there may have been different recensions of the original Arabic. 
Camilla Adang investigates the quotations from Abu l-	usayn al-Ba�r�’s Ghurar 
al-adilla on the issue of dal�	il al-nubuwwa that are encountered in the Kit�b al-
Munqidh min al-taql�d by the Twelver Sh��� author Sad�d al-D�n al-	imma�� al-
R�z�. She shows that the use of Ibn Rabban al-�abar�’s Kit�b al-D�n wa-l-dawla by 
Abu l-	usayn settles the controversy about the disputed authenticity of this 
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work. Gerhard Wedel describes the Mu�tazil� tendencies in the Kit�b al-�ub�kh 
by the Samaritan Abu l-	asan al-��r�.  

Two contributions that are not focused on a single author or work were placed 
towards the end of the volume, namely the paper by Maurice Pomerantz on re-
pentance by government officials in the 10th century and Sabine Schmidtke’s 
descriptive catalogue of manuscripts of Mu�tazil� works in Arabic characters in 
the Firkovitch collection. The volume concludes with an article by Thomas 
Hildebrandt which deals with the modern phenomenon of the so-called “Neo-
Mu�tazila” and takes the thought of Na�r 	�mid Ab� Zayd as a case-study. 

It is our pleasant duty to thank a number of people and institutions for their 
invaluable assistance: The Deutsche Orient-Institut, Istanbul, and its present 
head, Claus Schönig, for hosting the two Mu�tazila workshops and for accepting 
the present volume in the series Istanbuler Texte und Studien; the Fritz-Thyssen-
Stiftung for its financial support of the Mu�tazila Manuscripts Project during the 
past two years; the Gerda Henkel Stiftung for funding the first Mu�tazila work-
shop and for financial support to the present publication; Yad Hanadiv for its 
financial support to the second Mu�tazila workshop; the Institute for Advanced 
Studies in Jerusalem for hosting the research group Mu�tazilism in Islam and Juda-
ism during the academic year 2005-06; the Zayd b. �Al� Foundation which sup-
ported the Mu�tazilite Manuscripts Project by providing us with numerous digi-
talized manuscripts from Yemen; the participants of the two workshops for their 
intellectual input; Jan Thiele and Ibrahim Marazka for their editorial assistance 
in preparing this volume; and Thomas Breier at Ergon for his patience in seeing 
it through the press. Finally, a special word of thanks is due to Wilferd Madelung 
and Gregor Schwarb, to whose numerous comments and suggestions this book 
owes much. It is our hope that this publication, the first of its kind, will further 
stimulate the study of Mu�tazilism. 

The Editors 
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